Mi Mill Services (LA30) meets your industrial application needs for the build, repair and supply of a variety of universal joints, shaft assemblies and hydraulic/pneumatic components. Our U.S. rebuild center, staffed by qualified, trained technicians, offers the following:

- Stock and representation of all world-class manufacturers of industrial cardan shafts
- Complete rebuild center all manufacturers
- Documented failure analysis reports
- Floating shaft gear and spacer coupling assembly and rebuild center, stock through size #7
- Complete stock companion flanges and DIN fasteners
- Mechanical Engineering and Technical Center
- Custom design and modifications to customer specifications
- Machining capabilities
- Various paints and coatings including epoxies, enamels, zinc phosphate, nickel plating, powder coating, galvanized coating
- Special, high-precision, double-plane balance equipment for all shaft assemblies as well as pump impeller balance and flow modifications
- Field service available (limited area)
- Engineering and sales assistance for all Mi branches
- Joint Customer Survey and sales assistance for all Mi branches
- Rexroth NFPA same-day build center
- Hydraulic and pneumatic cylinder repair
- Conveyor head shaft and tail shaft assemblies fabricated

Mi Mill Services
900 Independence Drive
West Monroe, LA
318-651-0101 or 800-526-9328
www.motionindustries.com
Value-Added Services **Highlights**

**Cardan Driveshafts**

**Split cap**
- Fully supported bearing for high torque capacity in small swing diameters and increased bearing (B-10) life

**Closed Eye**
- Most common design of almost all small joints and lowest cost of manufacture

**Balancing (Schenk 5)**
- Capable of Balancing up to 10,000 lbs.
- 29’ Long Capacity
- 60” in Diameter Capacity
- Up to 3200 RPM at ISO G1.0 Level
- Balance Reports on All Balanced Shafts

Authorized Distributor and Repair Center for:

- Kop-Flex®  
  (F & H Series)
- Falk®  
  (G10 & G20)
- Ameridrives®  
  (Amerigear 200 Series)
Hot Dip Tank

- 20' Long x 3' Deep x 4' Wide
- Strips Paint, Grease, and Corrosion
- Does Not Affect Material Composition or Seals

Inventory

- One of the Largest Driveshaft Inventories in North America
  - Large Stock on all Type Companion Flanges Including Fastener Sets
  - One of the Largest GWB Stocking Locations in North America
  - Stock from Size 2-1/2 to 7 Kop-Flex Gear Coupling Components (both F and H Series)
  - Complete Line of Spicer Components
  - Large Stock of ELBE Product

Stocks and Builds the Following Driveshafts: